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We are delighted to welcome you to  
Film Africa 2011!

There has never been greater interest in African film. A half-century after 
Africans started making their own films in the 1960s, supplanting patronising 
iconographies, African Cinema is finally being recognised across the 
globe. Nollywood, Nigeria’s thriving video film industry, has revolutionised 
film production and distribution on the continent, and is hugely popular 
throughout Africa as well as in Asia, the US, the Caribbean, and Europe. 
In 2010, UNESCO formally recognised Nollywood, with its output of about 
2,000 films a year, as the second largest film industry in the world, after 
Bollywood. And yet, there is still much work to be done to ensure that 
African films of all kinds are made visible and available to audiences globally. 
Film Africa seeks to redress this gap between African films and audiences. 

A Royal African Society event, in association with SOAS, Film Africa 2011 is 
a ten-day annual celebration cinema and culture. Hosted at the brand new 
Hackney Picturehouse, it is also taking place at four other London venues –  
The Ritzy in Brixton, the Rich Mix in Shoreditch, Screen on the Green in 
Islington, and the Frontline Club in Paddington. 

We have hand-picked the best African fiction, documentary, short, 
and experimental films for you to sample, and have complemented the 
screenings with a line-up of exciting Q&As with filmmakers and actors,  
panel discussions with experts to contextualise issues presented in  
the films, live music to celebrate Africa’s diverse artistic talents, and 
professional workshops.

Warriors and Women

More than fifty films will be screened at Film Africa 2011, providing a truly 
continent-wide vision from and of Africa. We have selected the most original 
work in African filmmaking – bringing you fifteen UK premieres - and have 
focused on programming films from a diverse range of African contexts. We 
have carefully tailored our programme along thematic lines, which include 
Resistance and Cultural Memory, African Women Filmmakers, Everyday 
Heroines, African Music, Family Life, and Migrations and Returns.

For our Resistance and Cultural Memory strand, we sought films that 
express the fervour of the resistance movements that have swept across 
the African continent in 2011, inspired by the revolutions in Tunisia, Egypt 
and Libya, and older films that give historical depth to these revolutions. 
We are delighted to launch the festival with the award-winning Egyptian 
film Microphone (2010, dir. Ahmad Abdalla), which takes the pulse of 
contemporary Egypt better than any other recent film. We will also be 
screening No More Fear (2011, dir. Murad Ben Cheikh), the first film 
to be made about the Tunisian revolution, and several other films from 
Morocco and Tunisia that help to ground contemporary issues. We chose 
classic films about revolution and resistance; amongst these are Sarah 
Maldoror’s Sambizanga (1972), shot while the Angolan war of liberation was 
still raging, and, from Ethiopia, Salem Mekuria’s Deluge (1997), made as a 
memorial to her brother who disappeared during the students’ revolution 
of the 1970s. Sambizanga was also the first feature film made in Africa by 
a woman. These films offer profound insights into instances of resistance in 
Africa, as well as exemplifying the strength of films made by African women. 
While Maldoror and Mekuria are among the well-established women 
filmmakers whom Film Africa 2011 will honour, we will also feature the work 
of a new wave of African and African diaspora women directors. 

Going Global

We see Film Africa as more than an annual, ten-day festival of African  
films and events in London. We want to make Film Africa the platform  
and springboard for African and African diaspora film and filmmakers 
to reach the wider world, and a vital meeting point for networking and 
exchanging ideas and knowledge. We will welcome more than fifteen  
guests to the festival for Q&As and panel discussions with audiences,  
and will hold nine African music nights following screenings, as part of  
our Film Africa LIVE! programme. 

Two ventures that we are inaugurating at Film Africa 2011 are The Silver 
Baobab Award for Best Short African Film and The Distribution Forum.  
Eight of the very best short films made in recent years by African and  
African diaspora filmmakers will compete for The Silver Baobab, an award  
of £2,000 sponsored by EcoBank. We are delighted that Sarah Maldoror  
will present the winning filmmaker with the award, which will go towards  
the filmmaker’s next production. Importantly, we have listened to what 
African filmmakers have been telling us for a decade – that, while film 
festivals are a brilliant first step into the fortress of a cutthroat industry, 
it is necessary to complement them with attempts to get African films 
into mainstream distribution. On Saturday 12 November at The Ritzy, we 
welcome the public to join us for The Distribution Forum, sponsored by 
Brand Communications, an annual event that will bring together UK-based 
film distributors and exhibitors with African and African diaspora filmmakers 
and the general public to think through ways of achieving greater visibility for 
African and African diaspora cinema year-round in London. 

Those Who Helped Make It Happen

We are living through difficult economic times and, without the generous 
support of our funders and sponsors, Film Africa 2011 would not exist.  
First of all, we would like to express our sincerest gratitude to our major 
funders, Miles Morland and The Sigrid Rausing Trust. We are also extremely 
grateful for the sponsorship of the Centre of African Studies, University of 
London; Renaissance Group; the Commonwealth Foundation; EcoBank; 
and Brand Communications. We would also like to express our thanks 
to all the venues involved in the festival, and to our media partners, the 
Community Channel and Afripop. The filmmakers whose work we are 
showing in the festival, and the distributors of this work, have been very 
supportive and we appreciate their help and look forward to continuing to 
work together in the future.

Finally, we would like to thank and congratulate our hard-working Film 
Africa 2011 team. In particular we wish to mention Nadia Denton, who 
has been an outstanding PR & Marketing Manager; Basia Lewandowska, 
our wonderful intern; Lulu and Andrew (Asilia Creative), for their creativity, 
patience and support; and Regina Dundelova and Maite Villarino for their 
invaluable assistance. We are also very grateful to the Royal African  
Society staff for all of their help and assistance; Chris Brown, who made 
our beautiful festival trailer; and all our dedicated and generous volunteers, 
especially Victoria Reed and Helen Pik-Yan French.

We look forward to meeting and talking to you at Film Africa 2011!

LINDIWE DOVEY AND NAMVULA RENNIE
Co-Directors, Film Africa 2011

RICHARD DOWDEN 
Director, Royal African Society
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Once again we are proud and delighted to be organising a festival of 
African films in London this year. Africans are an increasingly prominent 
part of Britain’s cultural life in art, literature, music and dance, bringing the 
richness of Africa’s many diverse cultures to the heart of London and other 
British cities. One of the roles of the Royal African Society is to celebrate 
African culture and Film Africa 2011 does this magnificently. For 10 days in 
November Film Africa 2011 is bringing a variety of films, new and old, from 
all over the continent to London’s leading arts cinemas and inviting many of 
their creators to come and talk about the films, what inspired them and how 
they made them. The organisers Namvula Rennie and Lindiwe Dovey, have 
carefully put together a menu of films with special emphasis on women film 
makers this year. And there will be lots of opportunities to come and meet 
and talk to their creators. I do hope you will come to as many of the events 
as you can.

RICHARD DOWDEN
Director 
Royal African Society

The School of Oriental and African Studies (SOAS) is delighted to support 
Film Africa 2011. This ten-day celebration of African Cinema, which will 
bring important yet rarely seen African films to London in November, forms 
part of SOAS’ broader remit: to increase knowledge and awareness of the 
richness and diversity of the languages, cultures and societies of Africa, 
Asia, and the Middle East. SOAS has invested a great deal in the promotion 
of African cultures and languages since its founding, in 1916, and is proud 
to have been awarded the Queen’s Anniversary Prize for Higher Education in 
2009 for specialised teaching of a wide range of African, Asian and Middle 
Eastern languages. African filmmakers, in particular, combine a commitment 
to widely spoken and endangered African languages with awareness of the 
general global shift towards new media and technologies, and film is one 
of the most exciting forms of culture currently thriving on the continent. I 
hope that London audiences enjoy the screenings, Q&As, discussions, and 
musical performances at Film Africa 2011.

PROFESSOR GRAHAM FURNISS
Pro-Director (Research & Entreprise) 
The School of Oriental and African Studies

With the rise in availability of new digital media formats across Africa, it  
has become more and more difficult to make easy distinctions between 
African ‘art cinema’ and ‘popular film’. Many of the films that form part of  
our Fiction Film programme at Film Africa 2011 can be considered ‘cross-
overs’ – beautifully shot films with high production values that are also 
extremely entertaining.

Pegasus – winner of the 2011 Fespaco film festival Grand Prize – and The 
Figurine – winner of multiple 2009 African Movie Academy Awards – are nail-
biting thrillers that will have you on the edge of your seat. The Athlete, a film 
that is as entertaining as it is artistic, is a fitting lead-up to the 2012 London 
Olympics in its tale of the remarkable true story of the great Ethiopian 
marathon champion Abebe Bikila. The Kenyan film Dreams of Elibidi (a 
UK premiere) reinvents the ‘message’ film, turning NGO filmmaking on its 
head; it’s a crowd-pleasing collaboration between well-known British actor 
Nick Reding (The Constant Gardener, Blood Diamond) and Kenyan actor 
Kamau Wa Ndung’u, who grew up in Mathare slum in Nairobi and whom 
we are delighted to welcome to the festival. L’Afrique Vue Par is another UK 
premiere for us – an exciting venture that brings together ten short films by 
ten of Africa’s leading filmmakers, giving astounding insight into the collective 
image that they hold of their continent. We are privileged to show several 
films with strong African women characters at their heart – Sambizanga 
(also the first film to be made in Africa by a woman, Sarah Maldoror, who will 
honour us with her presence at the festival), The Place in Between, Shirley 
Adams, and Karmen Geï. 

L’Afrique Vue Par
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Karmen Geï (18) 

SUN, 13 NOVEMBER 2011, 6:00PM         HACKNEY PICTUREHOUSE

The screening will be preceded by the announcement of the winner 
of The Silver Baobab Award for Best Short African Film + Screening 
of award-winning film  

+ Film Africa LIVE! drumming workshops with Khalifa Conté

This Senegalese version of Carmen (Mérimée/ Bizet) is arguably the most 
striking and original of the fifty-three film adaptations of the story of the 
famous femme fatale. Karmen is a lustrous and sensual inmate of a women’s 
prison in Dakar, who, through her charms, manages to escape. It is a tale of 
passions and obsessions, all governed by the beautiful outlaw Karmen, until 
her fateful meeting with the high-ranking army officer, Lamine. Carried by 
the explosive performance of Djeïnaba Diop Gaï, and underscored by David 
Murray’s jazz, Doudou N’Diaye Rose’s sabar drumming, Julien Jouga’s choir, 
and El Hadj Ndiaye’s songs, this African musical film has alternately inspired 
controversy and celebration across the world.

Dir. Joseph Gaï Ramaka, starring Djeïnaba Diop Gaï, Magaye Niang, 
Stephanie Biddle. Senegal, 2001, 86 min. Print Source: filmmaker

£10 / £9 conc / £8 memb / £6 child 

The Figurine (15) 
TUE, 8 NOVEMBER 2011, 8:30PM       THE RITZY

The most exciting film to come out of Nigeria recently, and recipient of 
multiple awards,The Figurine turns Nollywood cinema on its head. An 
intelligent and captivating thriller, it tells the terrifying tale of a mysterious 
figurine discovered by two friends in a shrine. According to legend, the 
figurine bestows seven years of good luck, but the friends don’t consider 
what will happen when their luck runs out …

Dir. Kunle Afolayan, starring Kunle Afolayan, Ramsey Nouah, Funlola 
Awofiyebi-Raimi. Nigeria, 2009, 120 min. Print Source: filmmaker

£10 / £9 conc / £8 memb 

runner Abebe Bikila. The son of a shepherd, he became an overnight 
sensation when he won the 1960 Olympic marathon running the streets of 
Rome barefoot, becoming the first African to win an Olympic gold medal. 
But a tragic accident was to present this remarkable champion with his 
greatest challenge yet …

Dir. Rasselas Lakew & Davey Frankel, starring Rasselas Lakew. Ethiopia/USA, 

2009, 93 min. Print Source: Artistic Business Management 

£9 / £6.50 | £10 / £9 conc / £8 memb

The Athlete (PG)    

MON, 7 NOVEMBER 2011, 7:30PM        RICH MIX 

+ Film Africa LIVE! with the Krar Collective + Mashasha & Sam

THU, 10 NOVEMBER 2011, 8:30PM       THE RITZY 

Followed by a Q&A with co-director and lead actor Rasselas Lakew

Melding breathtaking archival footage with live action, this is the 
extraordinary story of the triumphs and tragedies of a man considered by 
many to be the greatest long-distance runner in history: Ethiopian marathon 

L’Afrique Vue Par (15)
UK PREMIERE

SUN, 6 NOVEMBER 2011, 3:00PM             HACKNEY PICTUREHOUSE

In 2009, ten of Africa’s most renowned filmmakers were commissioned to 
make short films expressing their vision of contemporary Africa. Ranging 
from the memory of slavery and liberation wars, to contemporary conflicts, 
Africa’s economic woes, and dreams of renaissance, L’Afrique Vue Par is the 
arresting composite of these films. Reflecting the multiplicity and complexity 
of today’s Africa, it gives astounding insight into the collective image that 
Africa’s filmmakers hold of their continent.

Dir. Nouri Bouzid, Rachid Bouchareb, Gaston Kaboré, Zézé Gamboa, Flora 
Gomes, Sol Carvalhio, Teddy Mattera, Balufu Bakupa Kanyinda, Mama Keita, 
Abderrahmane Sissako. Tunisia, Algeria, Burkina Faso, Angola, Guinea Bissau, 
Mozambique, South Africa, DRC, Guinea, Mali/Mauritania, 2009, 100 min. 
Print Source: Laith Media

£8 / £7 conc / £6 memb

The Dreams of Elibidi (15)     
UK PREMIERE

TUE, 8 NOVEMBER 2011, 8:30PM         HACKNEY PICTUREHOUSE

Followed by a Q&A with co-director Kamau Wa Ndung’u  
+ Film Africa LIVE! with Bumi Thomas + Namvula Rennie

The Dreams of Elibidi has arrested audiences across the world with the 
fresh and entertaining way it confronts urgent social issues, including HIV/
AIDS, in the Kenyan slum of Kibera. Filled with energetic and often hilarious 
performances by some of Kenya’s best actors, it brilliantly combines fiction 
and documentary, telling the story of four young sisters and their lovers. The 
brainchild of Kenyan actor/director, Kamau Wa Ndung’u, who grew up in 
the Mathare slum in Nairobi, and British actor/filmmaker Nick Reding (The 
Constant Gardener, Blood Diamond), this is one of the most unique African 
films of the past decade.

Dir. Kamau Wa Ndung’u and Nick Reding, starring Juma Williams, Sharleen 
Njeri, Mercy Wanjiru. Kenya, 2010, 90 min. Print Source: The Festival Agency

£10 / £9 conc / £8 memb
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Microphone (PG) 
TANIT d’OR, CARThAGE FILM FESTIvAL 2010

THU, 3 NOVEMBER 2011, 6:15PM       THE RITZY 
With an introduction from co-producer and lead actor  
Khaled Abol Naga 

+ Film Africa LIVE! Private Launch Party

WED, 9 NOVEMBER 2011, 6:30PM         HACKNEY PICTUREHOUSE 
+ Film Africa LIVE! with The Shrine Synchrosystem ft. Atongo Zimba

The multi-award-winning Microphone takes the pulse of contemporary 
Egypt better than any other recent film. The poignant story of Khaled, who 
is rediscovering his home-city after many years abroad, it is a document of, 
and love-letter to, the vibrant, underground arts scene in Alexandria. Poetic 
and political, we are taken through the back-streets of a city where hip-hop, 
graffiti, rock ‘n roll, and skateboarding vie for prominence as young artists 
struggle to find recognition in an ambivalent society. 

Dir. Ahmad Abdalla, starring Khaled Abol Naga. Egypt, 2010, 120 min. Print 
Source: Pacha Pictures

£10 / £9 conc / £8 memb / £6 child

Pegasus (18)
wINNER, GRANd PRIzE, FESPACO 2011

SAT, 12 NOVEMBER 2011, 8:30PM                HACKNEY PICTUREHOUSE

This haunting psychological thriller will keep you in suspense until its 
devastating conclusion. A young country girl is trapped in a world of dark 
fantasy, and flees her home for fear of death. A psychiatrist attempts to 
understand these disturbing visions, but all is not as it seems … Beautifully 
shot, and moving between a claustrophobic psychiatric hospital and a small 
Moroccan village, its reflections on patriarchy, violence, and the experiences 
of women in contemporary North African society are wide-ranging.

Dir. Mohamed Mouftakir, starring Majdouline Drissi, Sadia Ladib, Driss Roukh. 
Morocco, 2010, 104 min. Print Source: Dreamaker Productions

£10 / £9 conc / £8 memb 

Microphone

Notre Etrangère / The Place in Between
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Notre Etrangère / The Place in Between (PG)

SUN, 6 NOVEMBER 2011, 6:00PM                 HACKNEY PICTUREHOUSE

Followed by a Q&A with lead actress Dorylia Calmel

Amy decides to try to trace her long-lost mother by travelling from France, 
where she lives, to Burkina Faso, and arrives at a house she’s been long 
separated from. Despite her journey, Amy is still an outsider, trying to 
find a sense of home. Moving between France and Burkina, father and 
mother, French and Dioula, silence and sound, this is an emotive story 
of four women and the ways in which their lives interweave. This semi-
autobiographical debut tenderly explores motherhood, migration, mixed-
race identity, and the notion of being a stranger to oneself, and to one’s  
own culture.

Dir. Sarah Bouyain, starring Dorylia Calmel, Assita Ouedraogo, Nathalie 
Richard. Burkina Faso/France, 2010, 82 min. Print Source: Colifilms Diffusion

£10 / £9 conc / £8 memb / £6 child



Shirley Adams (15) 
BEST FEATURE FILM, BEST ACTRESS,  
dURBAN INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIvAL 2009

SAT, 5 NOVEMBER 2011, 8:30PM                  HACKNEY PICTUREHOUSE

Representing the best of the new wave of South African cinema, this is the 
tender and compassionate portrayal of a mother’s courage, as she struggles 
to keep her pride and dignity in the face of abandonment by her husband, 
the paralysis of her son, and the humiliation of her poverty. This debut film by 
young director Oliver Hermanus is not to be missed.

Dir. Oliver Hermanus, starring Denise Newman, Keenan Arrison, Theresa 
Sedras. South Africa, 2009, 91 min. Print Source: Visit Films

£10 / £9 conc / £8 memb

A Screaming Man (15)
JURy PRIzE, 2010 CANNES FILM FESTIvAL

FRI, 11 NOVEMBER 2011, 8:30PM         HACKNEY PICTUREHOUSE

Set against a backdrop of the ongoing civil war in Chad, the film charts the 
rivalry between Adam (Youssouf Djaoro), a former swimming champion, and 
his son Abdel (Diouc Koma). Rich, sensual, heartbreaking, and studded with 
Haroun’s characteristic subtle humour, this is a new take on themes that run 
through Haroun’s oeuvre – war, fatherhood, and family life.

Dir. Mahamat Saleh Haroun, starring Youssouf Djaoro, Diouc Koma.  
Chad, 2010, 92 min. Print Source: Soda Pictures 

£10 / £9 conc / £8 memb / £6 child
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Sambizanga (15)
GOLd PALM, CARThAGE FILM FESTIvAL 1972

SAT, 12 NOVEMBER 2011, 3:00PM        THE RITZY

Followed by a Q&A with director Sarah Maldoror 
+ Film Africa LIVE! with Kadialy Kouyaté

The liberation war in Angola is underway. When Domingo, an activist in the 
liberation movement, is seized and arrested by the Portuguese authorities, 
his courageous wife Maria journeys to find him, engaging in her own, brave 
resistance. This is a powerful story of the moments of the revolution, of the 
deaths that serve to unify a movement, and of the true meaning of political 
struggle that touches all spheres of life. The first feature film to be made in 
Africa by a woman, Sambizanga has lost none of the power with which it 

captured global audiences forty years ago.

Dir. Sarah Maldoror, starring Domingos de Oliveira, Elisa Andrade, Jean 
M’Vondo. Angola, 1972, 103 min. Print Source: filmmaker

£7.50 / £6.50 conc / £5.50 memb / £5.50 child



Body and Soul (PG)
UK PREMIERE 

TUE, 8 NOVEMBER 2011, 6:00PM        HACKNEY PICTUREHOUSE

Screening with Koukan Kourcia (The Cry of the Turtledove) 
+ Film Africa LIVE! with Bumi Thomas + Namvula Rennie

A moving and inspirational award-winning documentary about three 
young Mozambicans – Victoria, Mariana, and Vasco – who, despite being 
physically disabled, are able to overcome the hardships and prejudices 
they face through their courage and social energy. Far from being a film 
about disability, Body and Soul speaks to universal questions about finding 
meaning in one’s life, a place in society, and – most importantly – peace  
with oneself.

Dir. Matthieu Bron. Mozambique, 2010, 56 min. Print Source: filmmaker

£10 / £9 conc / £8 memb / £6 child

Blood in the Mobile (15)

MON, 7 NOVEMBER 2011, 8:00PM           HACKNEY PICTUREHOUSE

Followed by a discussion with Dr Zoë Marriage (SOAS)

We are a society addicted to our mobile phones. Yet this addiction may be 
helping finance a civil war in eastern Congo that has already cost five million 
lives. In this engrossing, hard-hitting documentary, director Frank Poulsen 
sets out to reveal the source of the “conflict minerals” which he suspects 
are used by the world’s largest mobile phone company, Nokia. Just as 
terrifying as Poulsen’s journey into the mines of eastern Congo are his 
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Benda Bilili (15)

FRI, 4 NOVEMBER 2011, 8:30PM            HACKNEY PICTUREHOUSE

+ Film Africa LIVE! with Grupo Lokito

Hailed by Mark Kermode (BBC Radio Five Live) as ‘one of the most moving 
and engaging music films I can remember seeing’, Benda Bilili will have you 
singing and dancing as you leave the cinema. It charts the rags to riches 
tale of Congolese band Staff Benda Bilili, four of whom are paraplegics, and 
three former street children. However, this is not a simple story of disability, 
music, or Africa; it is about nothing less than human tenacity, creativity, and 
the power of dreaming big.

Dir. Renaud Barret & Florent De La Tullaye. DRC/France, 2010, 86 min.  
Print Source: Trinity Film

£10 / £9 conc / £8 memb / £6 child

12 FILM PROGRAMME

Blood in the Mobile

attempts to break through the glossy, inhuman façade of Nokia’s corporate 
social responsibility image to discover the truth about whether there is a 
connection between our phones and the civil war in Congo.

Dir. Frank Piasecki Poulsen. Denmark/DRC, 2010, 82 min.  
Print Source: dogwoof

£6 / £5 conc / £4 memb

Documentary Film Programme

Documentary filmmaking is flourishing on the continent and in the diaspora. 
We are particularly delighted that eight of the sixteen documentaries we will 
be screening are UK premieres, with Film Africa audiences being the first in 
the country to enjoy these cinematic gems. 

The interests of the filmmakers are breathtaking in their range and scope, 
exploring the lives of famous African musicians, the relationship between our 
mobile phones and the civil war in the Congo, the dangerous art of train-
surfing in the township of Soweto in South Africa, the shocking story of the 
ongoing oppression of the Saharawi people in occupied Western Sahara, 
beautifully crafted personal narratives from Cameroon, Mozambique and 
Morocco, the impact of world wars and revolutions on families in Ethiopia, 
Benin, and Tunisia, and Africans’ experiences of exile and migration, among 
many other themes. 

The influence of African women on the new directions that African 
documentary filmmaking is taking is inspiring, and we are very pleased 
to feature the work of five brilliant women documentary makers in this 
programme: Ariane Astrid Atodji, Yaba Badoe, Sara Blecher, Nadia El Fani, 
and Salem Mekuria.
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Indochina, Traces of a Mother (15) 
UK PREMIERE 

SUN, 6 NOVEMBER 2011, 6:00PM      THE RITZY

With a post-screening discussion with Barnaby Phillips, director of 
The Burma Boy, and Europe Correspondent for Al Jazeera 

Between 1946 and 1954, over 60,000 African soldiers were enlisted by the 
French (often involuntarily) to fight the Viet Minh. Little known is also that 
children born of marriages between these soldiers and Vietnamese women 
were shipped back to Africa by the colonial army after the war, never again 
to see their mothers. Mora Kpai poetically relays the stories of some of these 
African veterans and children, including that of Christophe, who now – in his 
adulthood – grapples to come to terms with his past and identity.

Dir. Idrissou Mora Kpai. Benin/Vietnam/France, 2010, 71 min.  
Print Source: MKJ Films

£10 / £9 conc / £8 memb / £6 child 

Koundi and National Thursday

Koukan Kourcia  
(The Cry of the Turtledove) (PG) 
UK PREMIERE 

TUE, 8 NOVEMBER 2011, 6:00PM        HACKNEY PICTUREHOUSE

Screening with Body and Soul   
+ Film Africa LIVE! with Bumi Thomas + Namvula Rennie

Koukan Kourcia is an award-winning road movie with a difference. In the 
1970s, the filmmaker Sani’s father was one of many young Nigerien men 

Koundi and National Thursday (PG)
UK PREMIERE  
SPECIAL JURy PRIzE, dUBAI FILM FESTIvAL 2010; AwARd FOR BEST 
dOCUMENTARy, TARIFA AFRICAN FILM FESTIvAL 2011

SAT, 5 NOVEMBER 2011, 6:00PM     THE RITZY

Followed by a Q&A with director Ariane Astrid Atodji  
+ Film Africa LIVE! with JUJU featuring Bozie

This beautifully shot, contemplative documentary introduces us to the 
villagers of Koundi in Cameroon, who have created their own communally 
cultivated cocoa plantation as a way of alleviating their poverty without the 
help of outsiders. Turning away from typical NGO filmmaking, Atodji’s debut 
is a strong statement that Africa exists outside of the narrow, stereotypical 
lens of poverty, conflict and famine so often used to invoke it.

Dir. Ariane Astrid Atodji. Cameroon, 2010, 86 min. Print Source: The Goethe 
Institute, Munich

£10 / £9 conc / £8 memb / £6 child

Deluge (15)

THU, 10 NOVEMBER 2011, 6:30PM       HACKNEY PICTUREHOUSE

With a post-screening discussion
Screening with Twilight Revelations 

Deluge is one of Salem Mekuria’s most celebrated works. It tells her own 
story: that of Ethiopian students of the 1970s, their “Revolution”, and the 
brutal military dictatorship that followed it. It is also a memorial to her brother, 
who disappeared, and her best friend, who was executed. It brings to 
Ethiopian history an awareness of the complexity of life, relationships, and 
resistance, and the impossibility of separating the individual from the national.

Dir. Salem Mekuria. Ethiopia/US, 1997, 61 min. Print Source: filmmaker

£10 / £9 conc / £8 memb / £ 6 child

Fragments (15)
UK PREMIERE 

FRI, 4 NOVEMBER 2011, 6:30PM     THE RITZY

Composed of footage shot over a decade, Fragments tells the story of the 
Belabbes family, reflecting on birth and death, home and exile, youth and 
age, expectations and failure. Profoundly personal, the film also provides 
compelling insight into contemporary Moroccan culture and society. The film 
was lauded at the 2011 Tarifa African Film Festival.

Dir. Hakim Belabbes. Morocco, 2010, 90 min. Print Source: filmmaker

£10 / £9 conc / £8 memb

who, as fans of the celebrated young Nigerien singer known as “Hussey”, 
took the advice given in her lyrics to leave Niger for wealthier West African 
countries, and only return in the rainy seasons to work. The men left, but 
did not return. Forty years later, Sani sets out with “Hussey”, travelling 
from Niger to Ivory Coast to find these men and – through new songs – 
encourage them to finally return home.

Dir. ElHadj Magori Sani. Niger/Ivory Coast, 2011, 62 min. Print Source:  
La SMAC, Espace de Créations Culturelles Artisanales, Bordeaux

£10 / £9 conc / £8 memb / £6 child



street make clear the cross-class alliances that brought down authoritarian 
President Ben Ali after 23 increasingly repressive years.

Passionate, raw, and immediate, No More Fear depicts a revolution 
spearheaded by the young, who overcame the population’s long-ingrained 
fear and rallied the nation via social network websites like Facebook, 
YouTube and blogs.

Dir. Murad Ben Cheikh. Tunisia, 2011, 72 min. Print Source: Films Boutique

£9 / £6.50 conc

Nothing But the Sea (PG)
UK PREMIERE

WED, 9 NOVEMBER 2011, 6:30PM      THE RITZY

With a post-screening discussion  
+ Film Africa LIVE! with Muntu Valdo

Two worlds that rarely speak to each other: the migrant, and the island. 
Carried along by the music of Nicola Alesini, this sensitive film gives a 
portrait of the island Lampedusa, off the coast of Italy, through the eyes of 
Ethiopian filmmaker, Dagmawi Yimer, who first showed up on its shores 
illegally. Witnessing Dagmawi’s perspective on how the islanders – and their 
relationships to African migrants – have changed over time, we are brought 
right up to early 2011, when new landings and the revolutions sweeping 
across North Africa planted the island firmly on the front of newspapers  
once again.

Dir. Dagmawi Yimer, Giulio Cederna, & Fabrizio Barraco. Italy, 2011, 50 min. 
Print Source: filmmaker

£6 / £5 conc / £4 memb / £4 child

Lenin’s Children (PG) 
UK PREMIERE 

FRI, 11 NOVEMBER 2011, 7:00PM       FRONTLINE CLUB

Followed by a talk by Professor Nadje Al-Ali (SOAS)

Set in the jubilant climate of recently independent Tunisia, Lenin’s Children 
focuses on the Communist Party in the 1960s and 70s, and paints a moving 
portrait of the men and women who, as twenty year olds, fought for their 
dream of a free society in which all people would be considered equal. 
Necessary viewing for those who would seek to understand better the 
history behind the recent Tunisian uprising and the ousting of President Ben 
Ali in January 2011, the event which sparked the Arab Spring.

Dir. Nadia El Fani. Tunisia, 2007, 81 min. Print Source: filmmaker

£10 / £8 early bird / £5 conc

El Problema (The Problem: Testimony of  
the Saharawi People) (15)
AMNESTy INTERNATIONAL PRIzE, SAN SEBASTIAN hUMAN RIGhTS 
dOCUMENTARy FESTIvAL 2010 

SUN, 6 NOVEMBER 2011, 4:00PM        FRONTLINE CLUB

With a post-screening discussion 

Shot clandestinely between 2004 and 2009 in the occupied territories of the 
Western Sahara, El Problema is a work of revolutionary cinema. It relates 
the little-known and under-reported story of the Saharawis, the majority of 
whom have been living as refugees in South-West Algeria since the 1975 
Moroccan annexation of their homeland, Western Sahara. Highlighting 
heartbreaking individual stories, it also offers a strong overview of the general 
political landscape. One of the most important and courageous films made 
in the past few years.

Dir. Jordi Ferrer Cortijo and Pablo Vidal Santos. Western Sahara/Spain, 2010, 
82 min. Print Source: filmmaker

£10 / £8 early bird / £5 conc
No More Fear (15)

TUE, 8 NOVEMBER 2011, 8:00PM       RICH MIX

With a post-screening discussion

The first feature-length documentary about the Tunisian revolution, No More 
Fear was selected for a special screening at Cannes this year. The film 
brings together news footage of the demonstrations with a variety of players 
in the revolution, providing a diverse picture of the groundswell that rose 
up to topple the dictatorial regime. While first time filmmaker Ben Cheikh 
focuses largely on the educated middle class, interviews with people on the 
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Twilight Revelations: Episodes in the Life  
& Times of Emperor Haile Selassie (PG) 

THU, 10 NOVEMBER 2011, 6:30PM        HACKNEY PICTUREHOUSE

With a post-screening discussion 
Screening with Deluge 

Zwelidumile (15) 
UK PREMIERE

SUN, 6 NOVEMBER 2011, 1:00PM        RICH MIX

In 1968, South African visual artist Dumile Feni went into exile, leaving 
behind his pregnant wife. Days before his homecoming in 1991, he tragically 
died. Zwelidumile is a moving tribute to, and an attempt to approach the 
complexity of, a man who has been hailed by some as the ‘Goya of the 
townships’. Underscored by the rousing music of Abdullah Ibrahim, it in 
many ways tells the story not only of Feni, but also of how the daughter who 
never knew him tries to understand who he was, through the people who 
loved and worked with Feni during his time in exile.

Dir. Ramadan Suleman. South Africa, 2010, 115 min. Print Source: Natives  
at Large

£9 / £6.50 conc

Zwelidumile
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Surfing Soweto (15)
AUdIENCE AwARd, TRI-CONTINENTAL FILM FESTIvAL, 2010

THUR, 10 NOVEMBER 2011, 8:45PM            SCREEN ON THE GREEN
+ Film Africa LIVE! with Leeto Thale

SAT, 12 NOVEMBER 2011, 6:00PM        HACKNEY PICTUREHOUSE

Both screenings will be followed by Q&As with director Sara Blecher

Surfing Soweto is the coming-of-age story of three disenfranchised Soweto 
teenagers who surf moving trains: Prince, Lefa, and Mzembe. Thirty years 
after the township’s famous uprisings, the three young men carry the scars 
of South Africa’s past: part of a ‘lost generation’ – all fatherless, unemployed 
and unemployable. Mzembe, the son of a freedom fighter, has become an 
alcoholic; Lefa’s mother and sister are terrified that he will kill himself through 
his passion for train surfing; Prince dreams of opening a hair salon. What 
will become of these men - searching for acceptance in a society with few 
opportunities, trying to make their mark on a world that refuses to see them?

Dir. Sara Blecher. South Africa, 2010, 84 min. Print Source: filmmaker

£10 / £9conc / £8 memb

The Witches of Gambaga (PG)
AUdIENCE AwARd, TRI-CONTINENTAL FILM FESTIvAL, 2010 
BEST dOCUMENTARy, BLACK INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIvAL, 2010

MON, 7 NOVEMBER 2011, 7:00PM        FRONTLINE CLUB

Followed by a Q&A with film editor Colin Izod

The Witches of Gambaga is the shocking story of a community of women 
branded as ‘witches’ in current-day northern Ghana. This courageous, 
intimate exposé, follows, over the course of five years, the experiences of 
some of these women, who have been ostracised by their communities and 
condemned to leave their families, to live in ‘Gambaga’.

Dir. Yaba Badoe. Ghana/UK, 2011, 55 min. Print Source: filmmaker

£10 / £8 early bird / £5 conc

This insightful documentary shows the man behind the myth of Ethiopia’s 
last emperor, Haile Selassie. Expertly blending fascinating archival 
footage with interviews with family and former members of the imperial 
administration, the film asks us to confront our assumptions about one of 
the defining figures in African history.

Dir. Yemane Demissie. Ethiopia, 2009, 58 min. Print Source: filmmaker

£10 / £9 conc / £8 memb / £6 child



The Cassava Metaphor (PG)

SAT, 5 NOVEMBER 2011, 3:00PM        HACKNEY PICTUREHOUSE

Followed by a Q&A with filmmaker Rungano Nyoni 
Screening with Dirty Laundry, Mwansa the Great, and Tinye So

Fêted at festivals around the world, The Cassava Metaphor is a short road 
movie with a bitterly funny twist. It shows the brief encounter between Coco, 
a young taxi driver, and the young woman who gets into his cab. A favourite 
with audiences.

Dir. Lionel Meta, starring Ricky Tribord, Mata Gabin, Daniel Ndo. Cameroon, 
2010, 15 min. Print Source: filmmaker

£8 / £7 conc / £6 memb / £6 child

Garagouz (PG) 
MON, 7 NOVEMBER 2011, 6:30PM      THE RITZY

Screening with Lezare, Pumzi, and Zebu and the Photo Fish 

Mokhtar, a travelling puppeteer, and his son, drive around in an old blue 
van to deliver puppets to children in marginalised areas. Set in the Algerian 
countryside, the film, winner of multiple awards from Dubai to Burkina Faso, 
reveals a deeply humane sensibility as it charts the prejudices and obstacles 
that Mokhtar and his son confront.

Dir. Abdenour Zahzah, starring Youcef Abbas, Tahar Benayachi, and Farouk 
Irki. Algeria, 2011, 22 min. Print Source: Laith Media

£6.50 / £5 conc / £5 child / £4.50 memb

Dirty Laundry (15)   
UK PREMIERE

SAT, 5 NOVEMBER 2011, 3:00PM        HACKNEY PICTUREHOUSE

Followed by a Q&A with filmmaker Rungano Nyoni 
Screening with The Cassava Metaphor, Mwansa the Great, and  
Tinye So

Winner of three international awards, Stephen Abbott’s Dirty Laundry is a 
microcosm of the biting humour evident in much post-apartheid cinema, 
where filmmakers take stock of the new order. If life itself is a laundromat 
in South Africa, Roger has a lot to face when he shows up at The Wishy 
Washy at 1am and begins to ‘separate his whites from his coloureds’ …

20 

The Cassava Metaphor

Dir. Stephen Abbott, starring Bryan van Niekerk, James Ngcobo, Carl Beukes. 
South Africa, 2011, 16 min. Print Source: filmmaker

£8 / £7 conc / £6 memb / £6 child

Short Film Programme 

EcoBank have generously sponsored Film Africa’s Award for Best Short 
African Film for 2011, which will see eight of the very best short films 
made by African and diaspora African filmmakers over the past few years 
competing for the grand prize of The Silver Baobab and £2,000 towards 
their next production. The films – from Mali, Zambia, Cameroon, Kenya, 
Algeria, Ethiopia, South Africa and Uganda – collectively give a sense of the 
tremendous talent of young filmmakers on the continent and in the diaspora, 
and a range of filmmaking influences extending from classic African Cinema 
to sci-fi. They also reveal the preoccupations of a new generation of brilliant 
African filmmakers: the transmission of African culture, the centrality of 
children and young people in Africa’s future, and the perils of ignoring 
environmental degradation if our planet is to survive.



Zebu and the Photo Fish (PG)

MON, 7 NOVEMBER 2011, 6:30PM      THE RITZY

Screening with Garagouz, Lezare, and Pumzi

Making waves at festivals across the globe, Zebu and the Photo Fish tells 
the sweet, uplifting story of the witty and resourceful 10-year-old son of a 
fisherman, who can’t take anymore of his father’s fruitless efforts to pay off 
his debt at the expense of the life of his sick mother.

Dir. Zipporah Nyaruri, starring Benjamin Abemigisha, James King Bagyenzi, 
Kaya Kagimu Mukasa, Patrick Mujuuka. Uganda/Kenya, 2010, 12 min. Print 
Source: filmmaker

£6.50 / £5 conc / £5 child / £4.50 memb

Pumzi (PG)

MON, 7 NOVEMBER 2011, 6:30PM             THE RITZY

Screening with Garagouz, Lezare, and Zebu and the Photo Fish

One of the most celebrated films to come out of Africa in recent years, 
Pumzi is also one of the first African ‘sci-fi’ films. We are 35 years after 
World War III – ‘The Water War’: all of nature is extinct and the outside dead; 
Africans are living in a museum. Shot with a soft, surreal palette and with a 
mesmerising performance by Kudzani Moswela, Pumzi’s eerie atmosphere is 
enhanced by Siddhartha Barnhoorn’s electronic compositions.

Dir. Wanuri Kahiu, starring Kudzani Moswela, Nicole Bailey, Chantelle Burger. 
Kenya, 2009, 20 min. Print Source: filmmaker

£6.50 / £5 conc / £5 child / £4.50 memb

Mwansa the Great (PG)

SAT, 5 NOVEMBER 2011, 3:00PM        HACKNEY PICTUREHOUSE

Followed by a Q&A with director Rungano Nyoni 
Screening with The Cassava Metaphor, Dirty Laundry, and Tinye So

Mwansa the Great tells the story of an eight-year-old boy who aspires to 
be a hero – with unexpected consequences. This gracefully shot film is 
universal in its exploration of childhood and the power of the imagination, 
and has already won four international awards.

Dir. Rungano Nyoni, starring Samuel Mwale, Anna Mithi, and Mwansa Bwalya.
Zambia/UK, 2011, 23 min. Print Source: filmmaker

£8 / £7 conc / £6 memb / £6 child
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Tinye So

Lezare (For Today) (PG)

MON, 7 NOVEMBER 2011, 6:30PM      THE RITZY

Screening with Garagouz, Pumzi, and Zebu and the Photo Fish

Lezare is an intricately and beautifully crafted film about a homeless boy 
living in a small village in southern Ethiopia. The multi-award winning film 
raises powerful, prescient questions about local and global priorities in the 
face of global warming, drought, and widespread poverty.

Dir. Zelalem Woldemariam, starring Yemeserach Gembero, Binyam Teshome, 
and Mesfin Alemu. Ethiopia, 2009, 14 min. Print Source: filmmaker

£6.50 / £5 conc / £5 child / £4.50 memb

Tinye So (The House of Truth) (PG)

SAT, 5 NOVEMBER 2011, 3:00PM        HACKNEY PICTUREHOUSE

Followed by a Q&A with director Rungano Nyoni 
Screening with The Cassava Metaphor, Dirty Laundry, and Mwansa 
the Great

Tinye So is a breathtaking cinematic poem about the wrath of ancestors, 
angered by how the Bambara belief systems in Mali are not being respected 
by the new generation. It is underscored by the music of composers Manjul 
and Ahmed Fofana, and won the Bronze Award in the Short Film Section at 
Fespaco 2011.

Dir. Daouda Coulibaly, starring Bocar Bâ, Yaya Coulibaly, Téhibou Bagayoko. 
Mali/France, 2011, 25 min. Print Source: filmmaker

£8 / £7 conc / £6 memb / £6 child

Lezare



Drexciya (PG)
UK PREMIERE

SAT, 5 NOVEMBER 2011, 6:00PM        HACKNEY PICTUREHOUSE

Followed by poet and playwright Inua Ellams in conversation with 
filmmaker and artist Zina Saro-Wiwa 
Screening with The Deliverance of Comfort, Me Broni Ba, and Phyllis

Drexciya (myth): an underwater subcontinent where the unborn children of 
pregnant African women thrown off slave ships have adapted to breathe 
underwater.

Praised at the 2011 Tarifa African film festival ‘for the radical nature of the 
project’ and its ‘poetic insight’, this short film is a stunning, eerie portrait of 
an abandoned Olympic-sized public swimming pool in Accra, Ghana, set on 
“The Riviera” – Ghana’s first pleasure beach.

Dir. Akosua Adoma Owusu. US/Ghana, 2011, 12 min. Print Source: filmmaker

£10/ £9 conc/ £8 memb/ £6 child

The Deliverance of Comfort (15) 
UK PREMIERE

SAT, 5 NOVEMBER 2011, 1:00PM                                      RICH MIX
Followed by a Q&A with filmmaker and artist Zina Saro-Wiwa 
Screening with Lobi, Phyllis , and Square Stories

SAT, 5 NOVEMBER 2011, 6:00PM        HACKNEY PICTUREHOUSE
Followed by poet and playwright Inua Ellams in conversation with 
filmmaker and artist Zina Saro-Wiwa 
Screening with Drexciya, Me Broni Ba, and Phyllis

A short, satirical fable about a ‘child witch’ - inspired by a UNESCO report 
referring to exorcisms on children by ‘priests’ - the film questions the 
very nature of belief and comments on the complex relationship between 
pre-Christian pagan belief and modern-day Nigerian Christianity. Recently, 
Saro-Wiwa has begun to make video art and experimental film, coining 
the term ‘alt-Nollywood’ to describe the way in which she uses Nigerian 
Nollywood film techniques to subvert Nollywood and, in particular, its images 
of women. The Deliverance of Comfort is part of this oeuvre.

Dir. Zina Saro-Wiwa. Nigeria/UK, 2010, 7 min. Print Source: filmmaker

£9 / £6.50

Experimental Film Programme 

We are very excited about our Experimental Film programme, especially 
considering the lack of attention paid to experimental African film and video 
at film festivals, in spite of an increasing body of such work. 

At Film Africa 2011, and on the twenty-fifth anniversary year of the 
making of British-Ghanaian director John Akomfrah’s classic experimental 
documentary, Handsworth Songs (1986), we are screening seven of the 
most important experimental films made about black and African identity 
and history – five of them UK premieres. Handsworth Songs will also set 
the stage for discussion about the 2011 ‘riots’ in the UK, and their historical 
precedents. 

We are delighted that Zina Saro-Wiwa, recently named one of the top 25 
Africans leading the continent’s Renaissance by The Times, will be present 
to talk about experimental cinema in Africa and the diaspora.  

Me Broni Ba (My White Baby)
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Handsworth Songs (15) 

FRI, 11 NOVEMBER 2011, 8:30PM                                   THE RITZY

Followed by poetic response and conversation with performance 
poet, writer and musician Zena Edwards

…‘there are no stories in the riots, only the ghosts of other stories …’ 
Twenty-five years on from its making, the testimony captured in Handsworth 
Songs is as relevant today, particularly in the wake of the recent “riots” in 
the UK, as it was in 1986. Drawing on archival footage of the 1985 “riots”, 
Akomfrah’s plangent, poetic reflections on the experiences of diasporic 
black British communities living in post-imperial Britain are as haunting and 
challenging.

Dir. John Akomfrah OBE (produced by the Black Audio Film Collective, 
founded 1982). UK, 1986, 59 min. Print Source: Lux

£10 / £9 conc / £8 memb / £6 child 

Me Broni Ba (My White Baby) (PG) 

SAT, 5 NOVEMBER 2011, 6:00PM       HACKNEY PICTUREHOUSE

Followed by poet and playwright Inua Ellams in conversation with 
filmmaker and artist Zina Saro-Wiwa  
Screening with The Deliverance of Comfort, Drexciya, and Phyllis

Featured at over 50 high profile institutions, including the Cannes Film 
Festival and MOMA New York, Me Broni Ba is a lyrical portrait of hair salons 
in Kumasi, Ghana, where the tangled legacy of European colonialism in 
Africa is evoked through images of women practising braiding hair on 

Phyllis (15) 
UK PREMIERE

SAT, 5 NOVEMBER 2011, 1:00PM                                     RICH MIX
Followed by a Q&A with filmmaker and artist Zina Saro-Wiwa  
Screening with The Deliverance of Comfort, Lobi, and Square Stories

SAT, 5 NOVEMBER 2011, 6:00PM       HACKNEY PICTUREHOUSE
Followed by poet and playwright Inua Ellams in conversation with 
filmmaker and artist Zina Saro-Wiwa  
Screening with The Deliverance of Comfort, Drexciya, and Me  
Broni Ba 

Phyllis is an atmospheric portrait of a ‘psychic vampire’, a single woman 
obsessed with watching Nollywood films. Another film from Zina Saro-
Wiwa’s ‘alt-Nollywood’ project, it is a subversive, feminist response 
to Nollywood, critiquing the unforgiving treatment of single women in 

Nollywood and Nigeria in general.

Dir. Zina Saro-Wiwa. Nigeria/UK, 2010, 16 min. Print Source: filmmaker

£9 / £6.50

Square Stories (PG) 
UK PREMIERE

SAT, 5 NOVEMBER 2011, 1:00PM                                     RICH MIX

Followed by a Q&A with filmmaker and artist Zina Saro-Wiwa 
Screening with The Deliverance of Comfort, Lobi, and Phyllis

This triptych video installation dwells on the public central square of Addis 
Ababa as a site of conflicting and layered Ethiopian histories and memories. 
First dedicated by Emperor Menelik to his Minister of War, Ras Birru, at 
the end of the eighteenth century, the land was then renamed ‘Maskal 
Square’ (Square of the Cross) and made the site of an annual celebration by 
Emperor Haile Selassie (1930-1974). Later, it became ‘Revolution Square’, 
and most recently has alternately been used for religious celebration, secular 
activities, and political protests. 

Dir. Salem Mekuria. Ethiopia/US, 2010, 24 min. Print Source: filmmaker

£9 / £6.50

Lobi (15) 
UK PREMIERE

SAT, 5 NOVEMBER 2011, 1:00PM                                     RICH MIX

Followed by a Q&A with filmmaker and artist Zina Saro-Wiwa 
Screening with The Deliverance of Comfort, Phyllis, and  
Square Stories

Lobi can be translated both as “yesterday” and “tomorrow” in Lingala. This 
experimental silent film assembles images conceived and shot by Belgolese 
(Belgian + Congolese) film collectives noix-yo, mungongo ya sika and ôtre 

k’ôtre, during the months when Congo’s fiftieth anniversary of independence 
was being celebrated. Nine different views merge in a quest for a common 
language to broach the past, conceive the present and imagine the future.

Dir. Amourabinto Lukoji, Androa Mindre, Eric Biansueki, Kristin Rogghe, 
Matthias De Groof, Mekhar Azari, Pierre Kigoma, Rek Kandol, Tocha 

Zaventen. DRC/Belgium, 2010, 38 min. Print Source: filmmaker 

£9 / £6.50

Square Stories
discarded white dolls from the West. Unfolding through a series of vignettes, 
it is set against a child’s story of migrating from Ghana to the United States, 
and reveals Owusu’s rich education in West African storytelling, the traditions 

of avant-garde filmmaking, and her bi-national identity.

Dir. Akosua Adoma Owusu. US/Ghana, 2009, 22 min. Print Source: 
filmmaker

£10 / £9 conc / £8 memb / £6 child



10.11.11

Leeto Thale 
SCREEN ON THE GREEN

The gentle, intoxicating sounds of  
South African poet, spoken-word artist and 
singer-songwriter Leeto Thale

Doors: Directly after screening of Surfing Soweto 
(Free)

3.11.11 

Private Launch Party
THE RITZY

4.11.11

Grupo Lokito 
HACKNEY PICTUREHOUSE

The exuberant, infectious grooves of Grupo 
Lokito (Congo/Cuba)  
On the decks: DJ Volta 45

Doors: 9:00pm  
(£4 / free for Benda Bilili ticket holders)

5.11.11

JUJU featuring Bozie  
THE RITZY

JUJU with master of the Ghanaian Xylophone 
Bozie, who represents a time warp, stradling a 
schism of present and now poised inescapably 
into the future

Doors: 8:00pm 
(£4 / free for Koundi and National Thursday  
ticket holders)

7.11.11

Mashasha & Sam  
+ Krar Collective  
RICH MIX

Electric performances from fast-rising stars: 
Zimbabwean duo Mashasha & Sam, and 
Ethiopia’s Krar Collective  
On the decks: DJ Africathy 

Doors: 8:30pm 
(£6 door / £4 advance / free for The Athlete 
ticket holders)

9.11.11

Muntu Valdo  
THE RITZY

The mesmerising music of highly acclaimed, 
multi-instrumentalist Cameroonian blues-man 
Muntu Valdo

Doors: 8:30pm 
(Free)

The Shrine Synchrosystem 
featuring Atongo Zimba 
HACKNEY PICTUREHOUSE

The one and only DJs Rita Ray and Max 
Reinhardt (The Shrine) mixing decks with the 
live music of molo-playing Ghanaian troubadour 
Atongo Zimba: guaranteed groove

Doors: 8:30pm 
(Free)

8.11.11

Namvula Rennie + Bumi Thomas 
HACKNEY PICTUREHOUSE

The eclectic, lyrical sounds of songstress 
Namvula Rennie (Zambia/UK) and neo-soulstress 
Bumi Thomas (Nigeria/UK)  
On the decks: DJ Africathy

Doors: 7:30pm 
(Free)

6.11.11

Catch a Fire Reggae night  
THE RITZY

Featuring the charismatic ‘El Fata & the Victorious 
Band’ channeling Africa’s passion  
for Reggae music through a succession of 
uplifting melodies

Doors: 8:30pm 
(Free)

11.11.11

VERSUS 
HACKNEY PICTUREHOUSE

Bringing together Soundspices, with their 
intoxicating Afrofunk / Dub brew, and Moroccan 
Gnawa master musician Simo Lagnawi

Doors: 8:30pm 
(Price tbc)

12.11.11

Kadialy Kouyaté 
THE RITZY

The uplifting, dance-inducing melodies of kora-
master Kadialy Kouyaté and his five-piece band 
On the decks: DJ Suga Ka’an

Doors: 8:00pm 
(£5 / free for Sambizanga ticket holders)

Film Africa LIVE!

Enjoy the vibe and let your spirit soar 
with Film Africa LIVE!, featuring diverse 
performances from some of London’s 
most exciting Africa-inspired musicians 
and DJs!
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12.11.11

The Distribution Forum 
THE RITZY     10AM - 2:30PM

The Distribution Forum will bring together African 
and UK-based filmmakers from the diaspora with 
UK-based film distributors. This open workshop 
will offer practical advice on different methods for 
distributing African and black films: mainstream 
distribution, arthouse distribution, film festival 
distribution and online self-distribution. It will be 
the first forum of its kind at an African film festival 
outside of Africa.

Sponsored by: Brand Communications  
RSVP required: rsvp@filmafrica.org.uk  

13.11.11

We are delighted to announce that EcoBank 
have generously sponsored our Best Short 
African Film Award for 2011, which will see eight 
of the very best short films made by African 
and diasporic African filmmakers over the past 
few years competing for the grand prize of The 
Silver Baobab and £2,000 towards their next 
production. 

The films – from Mali, Zambia, Cameroon, Kenya, 
Algeria, Ethiopia, South Africa and Uganda – 
collectively give a sense of the tremendous talent 
of young filmmakers on the continent and in the 
diaspora, and a range of filmmaking influences 
extending from classic African Cinema to sci-fi. 

They also reveal the preoccupations of a new 
generation of brilliant African filmmakers: the 
transmission of African culture, the centrality of 
children and young people in Africa’s future, and 
the perils of ignoring environmental degradation  
if our planet is to survive.

13.11.11

West African Drumming 
HACKNEY PICTUREHOUSE

Workshops with Khalifa Conté

Children and families: 3pm-3:40pm (free)
Adults: 4pm-5.30pm (£5 / £3 for Karmen Geï 
ticket holders)

Workshops The Silver Baobab Award for Best Short African Film 

30 EvENTS

HACKNEY PICTUREHOUSE

Sponsored by: EcoBank 

The award will be presented by  
Sarah Maldoror. This will be followed by a 
screening of the award-winning film, and 
a screening of Karmen Geï, at 6:00pm.

 

Brixton Oval, Coldharbour Lane, London, SW2 1JG 
Box Office: 0871 902 5739 (9.30am - 8.30pm daily)
Book online:  
www.picturehouses.co.uk/cinema/Ritzy_Picturehouse

83 Upper Street, Islington, London, N1 0NP
Box Office: 0871 906 9060 (9.00am-9.00pm daily)
Book online:  
www.everymancinema.com/cinemas/screen-on-the-green

35-47 Bethnal Green Road, London, E1 6LA
Box Office: 020 7613 7498  
(Mon-Fri 8.30am–10pm, Sat&Sun 10am-10pm)
Book online: www.richmix.org.uk

270 Mare Street, London, E8 1HE
Box Office: 0871 902 5734 (9.30am - 8.30pm daily)
Book online:  
www.picturehouses.co.uk/cinema/Hackney_Picturehouse

FRONTLINE CLUB 

THE RITZY  

SCREEN ON 
THE GREEN: 
EVERYMAN 
CINEMAS

RICH MIX 

HACKNEY 
PICTUREHOUSE 

13 Norfolk Place, London, W2 1QJ
Phone: 020 7479 8950  
Book online: www.frontlineclub.com

Venue Info

Thornhaugh Street, Russell Square, London,  
WC1H 0XG
www.soas.ac.uk

THE SCHOOL 
OF ORIENTAL 
& AFRICAN 
STUDIES (SOAS)

ROYAL AFRICAN 
SOCIETY

FILM AFRICA 36 Gordon Square, London, WC1H 0PD 
Website: www.filmafrica.org.uk 
Email: info@filmafrica.org.uk
Twitter: @FilmAfrica (#FilmAfrica2011)
Facebook: Film Africa  
YouTube: FilmAfrica2011

Contact Info

36 Gordon Square, London, WC1H 0PD  
Phone: 020 3073 8337
Fax: 020 3073 8340
Email: ras@soas.ac.uk
www.royalafricansociety.org



09.11.11

18:30 Nothing But The Sea 
+ Discussion + Film Africa LIVE! Muntu Valdo

18:30 Microphone 
+ Film Africa LIVE! The Shrine Synchrosystem

10.11.11

18:30 Twilight Revelations:  
Episodes in the Life & Times of 
Emperor Haile Selassie 
+ Discussion 
screening with Deluge

20:30 The Athlete 
+ Q&A with Rasselas Lakew

20:45 Surfing Soweto 
+ Q&A with Sara Blecher  

+ Film Africa LIVE! Leeto Thale

11.11.11 
 
19:00 Lenin’s Children  
+ Talk by Nadje Al-Ali

20:30 Handsworth Songs 
+ Poetic response by Zena Edwards 

20:30 A Screaming Man 
+ Film Africa LIVE! Versus 

32 PROGRAMME CALENdAR

12.11.11

10:00 - 16:00 The Distribution Forum

15:00 Sambizanga 
+ Q&A with Sarah Maldoror 

+ Film Africa LIVE! Kadialy Kouyaté

18:00 Surfing Soweto 
+ Q&A with Sara Blecher 

20:30 Pegasus

13.11.11

15:00 West African Drumming 
Workshop

18:00 Karmen Geï  
+ The Silver Baobab Award for Best Short  
African Film

07.11.11

18:30 Pumzi  
screening with Garagouz 
and Lezare (For Today) 
and Zebu and the Photo Fish

19:00 The Witches of Gambaga 
+ Q&A with Colin Izod

19:30 The Athlete 
+ Film Africa LIVE! Krar Collective  
+ Mashasha & Sam

20:00 Blood in The Mobile 
+ Discussion with Zoë Marriage

08.11.11

18:00 Body And Soul  
screening with Koukan Kourcia  
(The Cry of the Turtledove) 
+ Film Africa LIVE! Bumi Thomas + Namvula 
Rennie

20:30 The Dreams Of Elibidi  
+ Q&A with Kamau Wa Ndung’u

20:30 The Figurine 

20:30 No More Fear  
+ Discussion

03.11.11 

18:15 Microphone 
+ Introduction by Khaled Abol Naga

04.11.11

18:30 Fragments

20:30 Benda Bilili  
+ Film Africa LIVE! Grupo Lokito

05.11.11

13.00 Lobi   
+ Q&A with Zina Saro-Wiwa 

screening with Square Stories 

and The Deliverance of Comfort 
and Phyllis

15:00 Mwansa the Great     
+ Q&A with Rungano Nyoni    

screening with The Cassava Metaphor 

and Dirty Laundry 
and Tinye So

18:00 Koundi And National Thursday  
+ Q&A with Ariane Astrid Atodji  
+ Film Africa LIVE! JUJU feat Bozie

18:00 The Deliverance of Comfort 
+ Zina Saro-Wiwa in conversation with  
Inua Ellams   

screening with Drexciya 
and Me Broni Ba (My White Baby) 
and Phyllis

20:30 Shirley Adams   

06.11.11

13:00 Zwelidumile 

15:00 L’Afrique Vue Par

16:00 El Problema (The Problem: 
Testimony Of The Saharawi People) 
+ Discussion  

18:00 Notre Etrangère/ The Place  
In Between 
+ Q&A with Dorylia Calmel

18:00 Indochina, Traces Of A Mother 
+ Discussion with Barnaby Phillips



www.filmafrica.org.uk


